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Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Kedusha - 03 Jun 2016 18:59
_____________________________________

Breaking Update (June 7, 2016): A high quality PDF, provided by Mishpacha Magazine, has
been substituted for the original scanned copies. 

I still advise that, if you're printing a copy, do yourself a favor and don't print the first page - you'll
save yourself a whole lot of toner.

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by nigun-netzach - 06 Jun 2016 05:39
_____________________________________

It's great to see this printed in such a widely distributed Jewish publication.

May this shorten many Yidden's journeys!

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Balabos - 06 Jun 2016 08:28
_____________________________________

Could this article be posted at guardyoureyes.com/news/item/gye-exchange-with-mishpacha-
magazine ?

Thank you.

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Kedusha - 06 Jun 2016 11:47
_____________________________________

Balabos,
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https://guardyoureyes.com/news/item/gye-exchange-with-mishpacha-magazine
https://guardyoureyes.com/news/item/gye-exchange-with-mishpacha-magazine
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Thank you - I put in the request.

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by markz - 06 Jun 2016 11:55
_____________________________________

IMHO one of the big lies many of us told ourselves is - I'm the only one that struggles with this
specific lust addiction, I'll have to live with my secrets forever

The mentioned article portrays a powerful message, which may bring many more brothers out of
hiding to join us here

I would like to see such articles more often, and in other venues too. Eg some censoring
newspapers that may be concerned about mentioning 'chat room' (which in my mind can't be a
problem, because someone like my self that doesn't know what it is, what's the problem? And
someone that knows...), let them cut that word out...

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by cordnoy - 06 Jun 2016 12:24
_____________________________________

Cuz if he doesn't know what it is, he might search for it.

That is why we have gedolim.

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 06 Jun 2016 13:17
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_____________________________________

If he knows how to search he's probably in trouble already...

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by gyejew - 06 Jun 2016 14:08
_____________________________________

markz wrote on 06 Jun 2016 11:55:

IMHO one of the big lies many of us told ourselves is - I'm the only one that struggles with this
specific lust addiction, I'll have to live with my secrets forever

The mentioned article portrays a powerful message, which may bring many more brothers out of
hiding to join us here

I would like to see such articles more often, and in other venues too. Eg some censoring
newspapers that may be concerned about mentioning 'chat room' (which in my mind can't be a
problem, because someone like my self that doesn't know what it is, what's the problem? And
someone that knows...), let them cut that word out...

testing post on mobile

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Kedusha - 07 Jun 2016 16:10
_____________________________________

Breaking Update: As noted in the first post, a high quality PDF, provided by Mishpacha
Magazine, has been substituted for the original scanned copies. 

 

========================================================================
====
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Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Birshusi - 10 Jun 2016 21:04
_____________________________________

It would be great if Mishpacha would do a feature article about GYE, not just a story. They've
already covered plenty of taboo subjects, most recently about drug abuse. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by skeptical - 10 Jun 2016 21:33
_____________________________________

What's the difference?

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Fb2016fbt - 08 Aug 2016 16:05
_____________________________________

It would definatley get the word out even more and help people that don't realize that there are
many people dealing with the same struggle as themselves 

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Eyeglasses - 08 Aug 2016 16:36
_____________________________________

And it will get out the word for young innocent children as well.

It's shocking to see what they print today nebech.

It's ??? ???? ?????? big time, 

this is what children have to see a big heading "double life"?
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========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Birshusi - 08 Aug 2016 17:29
_____________________________________

Eyeglasses wrote on 08 Aug 2016 16:36:

And it will get out the word for young innocent children as well.

It's shocking to see what they print today nebech.

It's ??? ???? ?????? big time, 

this is what children have to see a big heading "double life"?

I disagree. Today's kids are not innocent, especially those who are old enough to pay attention
to the regular Mishpacha.

========================================================================
====

Re: Mishpacha Magazine Lifelines Story about GYE
Posted by Shlomo24 - 08 Aug 2016 17:41
_____________________________________

I actually had a lifelines printed about myself and my addiction. I'll try to post it. 

========================================================================
====
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